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As the CEO and the President of Central Securities Depository of Iran, I am 
very delighted to see another season pass very brilliantly with its own ups 
and downs in Iran’s capital market. The capital market of Iran underwent very 

significant changes last fall, for instance, the President of Securities and Exchange 
Organization of Iran was changed. We in CSDI are very hopeful to witness very much 
more bright outcomes and future for both the investors and also the pillars in the 
upcoming days. 
All together in CSDI, we are agog to do our utmost endeavor to reach the very desired 
accomplishments as we have done recently. 

CEO MessageCEO Message

Fall is the season of liberty. Instead of being green, leaves can choose between yellow, 
red, brown, and orange.
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Regarding the professional background, Dr. Fetanat Fard has held diverse positions in 
discrepant entities and organizations but the fields germane to the capital market and 
financial sectors include a Member of the Board of Directors of Melli Bank of Iran and 
the Deputy Manager of Credit and Consumption Control in this bank, the CEO of Lotus 
Parsian Investment Fund, a Member of the Board of Directors of Parsian Insurance 
and Parsian Electronic Trading Company. 
Dr. Mohammad Fetanat Fard was the Deputy Manager of the trading chamber of 
Iran and France and accordingly this promises the capital market of Iran of more 
developments in the realm of international activities and cooperation with other foreign 
peers.
One of Dr. Fetanat Fard’s outstanding traits is his assiduity along with his systematic 
planning, short-term, medium-term, and long-term. With Dr. Fetanat Fard’s professional 
and managerial knacks, the Capital Market of Iran will, unanimously agreed, witness 
more brilliant days to come much more post-haste. 
Extending a hand of cooperation, CSDI’s team sincerely hopes that the Iranian capital 
market booms in light of Dr. Fetanat Fard’s management. 

As the newly-appointed President of Securities and Exchange Organization of 
Iran, Dr. Mohammad Fetanat Fard has majored in management, minoring in 
operation research, from Tarbiat Modares University. He also did his B.A and 

master’s at Imam Sadegh University. He has authored some capital-market-relevant 
books such as Option.

Let us Change Ahead

Dr. 
Mohammad Fetanat Fard
President of 
Securities & Exchange Organization of Iran
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Iran’s New Post-trade System (IRPT) Unveiled

Iran’s New Post-trade System (IRPT) was unveiled on October 25th in a session where 
the high-ranking authorities of Iran's Capital Market including Dr. Ali Salehabadi, 
the  former President of Securities and Exchange Organization of Iran (SEO) were 

present. The state-of -the-art features of IRPT, totally designed and implemented by 
Iranian scientists and engineers, make IRPT a very unique system. The unveiling of 
IRPT is unanimously considered a milestone in the history of Iran's capital market. 

An Overview of IRPT in Comparison to Previous System

1. A Design based upon the Latest Knowledge and Requirement 
Regarding the specialization of the diverse sectors in Iran’s capital market including 
pre-trade, trade and post-trade issues, designing and implementation of a post-trade 
system customized for Iran’s capital market to better meet the relevant requirements 
of the capital market have always been one of the cynosures of Central Securities 
Depository of Iran (CSDI). Herein, we pride ourselves on the fact that we have designed 
this system based on the state-of-the art standards in the world. 
2. Designing and Implementation by Iranian Scientists and Specialists
Since the system in question has been customized and domesticated to fully meet the 
requirements of Iran’s capital market, the maintenance and upgrading of this system 
is done by the expert Iranian team and via the bilateral interaction with the market. 
3. Registration of Properties in a Fully Hybrid Model
The current working registry model in the post-trade system is semi-hybrid and due 
to the suitable connection with the trade engine "ATOS" functioning in a fully hybrid 
model, it has been implemented and used in the recent years in the logic of the 
supervisory broker.

In the new post-trade system, the operation of selling shares is far easier than before 
and every broker carrying out the purchasing operation at any amount or number 
in any symbol for any shareholder can sell the same number and amount as the 
“operating broker” and does not need the approval of the supervisory broker one day 
in advance. On the other hand, the credit risk of brokers is limited to the portion of 
the purchased amount for each individual and each broker can access to the newer 
models of interaction with its clients in terms of appropriate payment.  
This mechanism enables the properties operational registry called “Properties 
Integration”. Simply put, when a client intends to have a brokerage firm manage all of 
their properties, they can refer to a brokerage firm and hand in their request and then 
the brokerage firm registers their request for the operation of “property integration” in 
the following system. By registering this request, the system will automatically send a 
text message to all the brokerage firms having the positive share balance for the clients 
and ask them for the final confirmation of integration permission. With the permission 
of the brokerage firms, the client’s properties will be managed in an integrated manner 
by a single broker. 

SANAX
www.sanayco.ir
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6. Changing Shareholding Account Structure to Get Rid of Limitations
In the new system, there is no limitation such as capitalization of letters or counters 
and the account structure registers the letter section of the account intelligently in itself. 
Thus, the old accounts are capable of changing into new accounts via the algorithm 
of account changing.  And there is no limitation for registering a large number of 
shareholders such as Justice Share project estimated to entail more than 45 million 
individual accounts. 
7. Supporting Countless Number of Shareholders
By the finalization of projects such as Justice Share, the entrance of over 45 million 
shareholders into the capital market through the old post-trade system was almost 
impossible. Therefore, there are some special features in this new post-trade system 
for registering Justice Share related data with a different practical logic. However, there 
are some other points about Justice Share project which do not fit into this small space.
8. Supporting Infinite Number of Shares for One Shareholder
In the former system, the limitation of registering the number of shares for one 
shareholder had been eased by creating the concept of overflow and depositing the 
properties in the new shareholding accounts, but this issue was managed by rendering 
the complexity of multilayered accounts. In contrast, in the new post-trade system, the 
problem of overflow has been solved and there is no limitation in the field of share 
numbers. 
9. Moment-by-Moment Reporting of the System Status
In this system, by making use of electronic dashboards, every beneficiary can control 
and manage the system status at any moment in his or her own exclusive dashboard 
very easily.  
The President and CEO of CSDI, Hamed Soltaninejad, believes that with this new 
post-trade system, Iran’s capital market gets one step closer to the internationalization 
in the world. He holds that IRPT has already prepared the required infrastructures for 
Iran to get internationalized.

4. Interaction with Other Systems in Capital Market
The technical capital market platforms and the multiplicity of the systems used in the 
capital market require a post-trade system enjoying the capability of interacting with 
other systems in standard protocols.  The former post-trade system was less capable 
of providing such value-added services and as a result it is not reasonable to offer all 
of the required added-value services to the beneficiaries.
In the new system, there is no limit for interacting with other systems and CSDI will 
delightfully offer the new added-value services to the practitioners of the capital 
market. In fact we have designed a new standard communication interface protocol 
called SUIP that can be configured easily and efficiently. 
5. Homogenizing the Data in the Structure of Shareholding Accounts
In the former system, the pledging share property, blocked share, endowed share and so 
on used to be maintained in a different shareholding account in which reporting was not an 
easy job. In contrast, in the new system, the shareholder’s property and maintaining the 
data pertinent to tradable, pledged, gotten-as-a-pledge, endowed, blocked amount and 
so on are homogenized and in this system the reporting and the portfolio management for 
shareholders and other pillars in terms of under the code get more facilitated.
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CSDI and KSD Second Joint Workshop

Following the articles of the MOU 
signed by Central Securities 
Depository of Iran (CSDI) and 

Korea Securities Depository (KSD) and 
also following the first joint workshop 
organized by KSD last spring, CSDI and 
KSD had their second joint workshop in 
the headquarters of CSDI from September 
13th to 15th. In fact CSDI organized this 
workshop during which CSDI team had 
six presentations and two presentations 
were made by KSD team. The areas 
touched upon over this workshop were 
mainly on the major functions and 
business of CSDI and its prospective 

cooperative horizon with KSD. To name 
but a few of the presentations, we can 
refer to “Iran’s Energy Exchange”, “CSDI 
Risk Management Profile”, “Net-clear 
System: Model and Business”, “CSDI 
Corporate Actions”, “Legal Infrastructure 
of Iran”, “KSD and CSDI: Mutual 
Cooperation” by CSDI team and “KSD’s 
Securities Lending and Borrowing and 
Fund Net” by KSD team.
On the afternoon of the first day of the 
workshop, the Chairman of KSD, Dr. 
Jaehoon Yoo, delivered a comprehensive 
lecture with the topic of “Korea’s Model 
for the Development of Capital Market» 

in CSDI headquarters. The lecture was 
attended by some top-figures of Iran’s 
capital market.
In addition, there were plenty of programs 
on the sidelines of this workshop. The 
former President of Iran’s Securities and 
Exchange Organization (SEO), Dr. Ali 
Salehabadi, and the Ambassador of The 
Republic of Korea in Tehran, Mr. Song, 
Woong-Yeob were invited to a dinner 
session organized by CSDI. At this 
dinner session, both Korean and Iranian 
attendees came to a fruitful conclusion 
regarding their mutual cooperation.
 The President and CEO of CSDI, Mr. 

Hamed Soltaninejad, and Dr. Jaehoon 
Yoo paid some visits to a couple of 
significant organizations such as Iran 
National Development Fund and Social 
Securities Investment Company, Tehran 
Stock Exchange (TSE), Iran Farabourse, 
and Iran Mercantile Exchange (IME) 
to further delve into their mutual and 
bilateral cooperation in the near future.
In the end, both parties reached this 
conclusion that CSDI and KSD have 
gotten into very feasible and practical 
steps concerning their working together 
and agreed on the point that the third joint 
workshop will be held in Seoul, Korea.
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CSDI Signed an MOU with China Securities 
Depository Clearing Corporation Limited (CSDC)

As one of the main parts of 
CSDI’s programs in the 
global business prospectus, 

signing MOUs with diverse foreign 
counterparts of CSDI can very much 
indeed pave the way for CSDI to 
achieve CSDI’s vision much more 
easily than ever.
 CSDI’s President and CEO, Mr. 
Hamed Soltaninejad, accompanied by 
two of the senior figures of CSDI, that 
is to say, Dr. Hossein Mohammadi, 
the CEO Senior Consultant and Mr. 
Bahador Bijani, the CEO Consultant, 
had a business trip to China to sign 
a bilateral MOU with China Securities 
Depository Clearing Corporation 
Limited (CSDC). The contents and 
articles of this bilateral MOU had 
already been agreed upon way before 
CSDI’s trip to China. 
CSDC in fact hosted the session of 
MOU signing in its main headquarters 
in Beijing, China. One of the most 

significant functions of this MOU is to 
strengthen the future cooperative ties 
between CSDI and CSDC and it will 
definitely bring about very many bilaterally 
beneficial outcomes for both parties. The 
Islamic Republic of Iran and China have 
always enjoyed remarkably cordial relations; 
therefore, this MOU will facilitate these two 
countries’ relations in terms of clearing and 
settlement for the potential transactions 
carried out in the stock markets of the two 
countries and other areas of their stock 
markets. CSDI and CSDC will hold some 
joint workshops both in Iran and China as 
one of the main articles of the MOU.

Attendance of CSDI's Team at ACG 18th 
General Meeting 

CSDI's team including Dr. Hossein Mohammadi, CSDI CEO Senior consultant, 
and Mr. Bahador Bijani, CEO's consultant, headed by CSDI's CEO, Mr. 
Hamed Soltaninejad, attended ACG 18th General Meeting in Xian, China. 

During this event, apart from the prescheduled programs, CSDI's team had some 
meetings with their foreign counterparts attending ACG 18th General Meeting. In 
these meetings, the topics of mutual cooperation, cementing bilateral relationships, 
and potential future programs were probed into at the meetings in Xian.
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CSDI on the Way to Review the Internal Processes 

Due to the strategic importance of business processes, CSDI has task forces in 
place to continuously review business needs in terms of internal processes and 
internal controls. A process is a collection of events, activities and decisions 

collectively leading to an outcome that brings value to an organization’s clients. 
As CSDI potentially serves the whole nation in Iran and hopefully foreign nations in the 
future and is in fact the sole registry body in charge of all the pertinent issues of clearing 
and settlement in Iran, it actively pursues ways to optimize its service frontiers as well 
as internal process chains. Besides its own efforts, once in a while the optimization 
process is being carried out collaboratively with a well-known advisory Iranian company 
in order to completely get the specialized and most up-to-date viewpoints. 
This time, the project has been outsourced to a renowned expert company and some 
CSDI staff members are assigned to closely cooperate and monitor the progress 
of the project in order that, while ensuring the success of the business processes 
improvement, internal controls are implemented by means of accurate and detailed 
written procedures for each activity. The Commodity Exchange Project Post Trade 
Department along with the Shareholders Relations Department is in fact handling this 
reviewing process.  

IPO of the Standard Granulated Iron Ore 
Salam Contracts of Golgohar Mining and 
Industrial Company

Initial public offering of the standard granulated 
iron ore Salam Contracts of Golgohar Mining 
and Industrial Company was inaugurated in 

Iran Mercantile Exchange (IME) in July 2014 
and all the issues pertinent to the registry, 
clearing, and settlement of these contracts 
are implemented in CSDI using MCNetclear. 
Actually, the relevant secondary trades started 
from August 2 and will proceed till July 13th 
2015. CSDI plays a very crucial role here due 
to the fact that the tasks handling four main 
activities including registry, clearing, settlement 
and delivery are done by CSDI. In fact, CSDI is   
of registry, clearing, settlement, and delivery of 
standard granulated iron ore Salam contracts. 
The registry of standard granulated iron ore 
Salam Contracts in the post-trade system is a 
pre-condition to the secondary trade. Simply 
put, these trades will be cleared and settled in 
a net-based model and it is beneficial for both 
investors and brokerage houses in this regard.
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Enlightening Educational Programs in CSDI

In order to upgrade the knowledge and skills of its staff members, senior or junior, 
CSDI has either organized or held the following classes or meetings. The classes 
and meetings in question basically were held based on the need analysis conducted 

by Development and Research Department. The following list shows these items in 
brief:

. 1 A Course on Money Laundering Regulations 

. 2 Business Etiquette and Formalities 

. 3 CSDI Functions for New Staff 

. 4 Various Aspects of Share Certificates 

. 5 Launching the New Certificate Distribution System, CERTDistro

. 6 Training Course on NETCLEAR System for  Iran Farabourse (IFB) and IRAN 
Mercantile Exchange (IME) Experts

. 7 A Holistic Introductory Approach towards CSDI

. 8 New Methods of Data Presentation 

. 9 Professional Ethics 
. 10 A Comprehensive Course on Iran’s Capital Market: Laws and Regulations
. 11 A course on Embedded Put Options
. 12 Fire Control Course
. 13 Course on Writing SQL Queries
. 14 A Training Course on Operational Issues of Private Account Management for 
Brokers 

CSDI in Charge of Clearing and Settlement 
of Construction Funds

The session for the inauguration 
of the screen of land and housing 
funds in Iran Farabourse with 

the motto of “a roof as big as your 
money” was held in the headquarters of 
CSDI. Minister of Economic Affairs and 
Finance, Dr. Ali Tayebnia, and Minister 
of Roads and Urban Development, Dr. 
Abbas Ahmad Akhoundi, and the former 
President of Securities and Exchange 
Organization of Iran, Dr. Ali Dalehabadi, 
were present in this session. The official 
underwriting of investment companies of 
the first land and housing fund named 
“NASIM” through the third market of Iran 
Farabourse has already commenced. 
This event is a very significant milestone 
not only in the capital market of Iran but 
also in the housing industry of Iran.
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New Version of Investor Portfolio System 
(IPS) Released

The new version of IPS, standing 
for Investor Portfolio System, was 
released by the IT Department 

of CSDI under the leadership of Ali 
Hassai, the Director of IT Department in 
CSDI. In the new version of this system, 
the updating of the data is done totally 
automatically. This feature can augment 
the precision and accuracy of data and 
access to data. It can also mitigate the 
time of uploading which in fact gives the 
opportunity to the shareholders to observe 
the latest status of their assets before the 
market starts to work. 
Another new feature of this system is 
to display the transactions on the last 
day of trades. In the new version of IPS, 
the investors will be provided with their 
latest portfolios and the total chart of their 
portfolios along with the percentage as 
well.  This system can be run on tablets, 
smart phones or similar gadgets. Another 
intelligent and user-friendly feature of this 
new version is its ability to retrieve a new 
passport or account number through SMS.

ips Iran’s Intellectual Property Market was 
inaugurated in the first quarter of Iranian 
calendar in Iran Farbourse.  Intellectual property 

rights are the legally recognized exclusive rights to 
creations of the mind. Under intellectual property 
law, owners are granted certain exclusive rights 
to a variety of intangible assets, such as musical, 
literary, and artistic works; discoveries and 
inventions; and words, phrases, symbols, and 
designs. Common types of intellectual property 
rights include patents, copyright, industrial design 
rights, and trademarks. As the first transaction at 
the Intellectual Property Market, the patent of an 
invention related to the car industry was sold at 
2 billion rials (about 80,000$).Thirteen cases of 
intellectual property are already tangible in Iran 
Farabourse. As the central securities depository 
of Iran, CSDI has oversight of the clearing and 
settlement of the transactions done in this field.  
Needless to mention, in FEAS Annual Meetings in 
Zagreb, Croatia, the members of FEAS welcomed 
the intellectual property market in Iran and held 
that this new financial instrument promises Iran of 
multidimensional benefits for all the fields pertinent 
to this issue in one way or another

Intellectual Property as a New Financial 
Instrument in Farabourse of Iran
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IR2A System Launched 

Incremental Risk Reduction and 
Awareness (IR2A) System was 
designed and developed by CSDI 

to facilitate the ways of investment for 
different investors in Iran’s capital market. 
This system has been designed for more 
transparency and fairness, two key 
objectives of CSDI, in the capital market. 
As the name may suggest, IR2A is aimed 
at raising the awareness of the investors 
and practitioners and also the pillars of 
the capital market in terms of the update 
on the latest changes in the portfolios of 
the investors. In other words, if an investor 
appears in the capital market once then 
he or she will be authenticated for good 
in Iranian capital market through this 
system. He or she will be provided with 
diverse services ranging from getting his 

or her portfolio or receiving messages 
on the transactions they do. The other 
pillars will also be able to have an access 
to the data such as non-registry data for 
instance email, account number, address 
of the investors through this system.

CSDI’s Meeting with Central Depository and 
Clearing Company (SKDD) in Zagreb

On the sidelines of FEAS Annual Meetings in Zagreb, Croatia, CSDI’s delegations 
had a meeting with the high-ranking managers of Central Depository and 
Clearing Company (SKDD) of Croatia in Zagreb on November 20th in the 

headquarters of SKKD. The attendees from CSDI included Dr. Ibrahim Enayat, Vice-
President of the Board of Directors of CSDI, Dr. Hossein Mohammadi, CSDI CEO 
Senior Consultant, and Mr. Bahador Bijani, CSDI CEO Consultant. Ms. Vesna Zivkovic, 
President of the Management Board, Mr. Stjepko Cicak, Member of the Management 
Board, Ms. Tina Ugljestic, Managing Director of the Securities Operations Department, 
and Mr. Ivan Sobin, Managing Director of the Legal Department attended the meeting 
on behalf of SKDD. 
Ms. Vesna Zivkovic pointed out that Croatia joined European Union last year and this 
is a very good opportunity for the linkage of Iran’s capital market to the capital markets 
of the European countries. Adverting to the commonalities between Iran and Croatia, 
she added that Croatia can be the gate to the market of Europe. She went on to talk 
about their decision to launch the energy exchange of Croatia in the near future and 
maintained that Iran can contribute to this idea since Iran has been quite successful 
in launching the energy exchange.  In the end, both parties decided to have more 
meetings in the future to consider more details on their potential cooperation.

C E N T E R A L
D E P O S I T O R Y &
C L E A R I N G
C O M P A N Y  I n c

Central Securities
Depository of Iran
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Incentage CEO, Mr. Felix Huber, in CSDI

Incenatge CEO, Mr. Huber, and Mr. Majid Jalilzadeh, Incentage Iran Business 
Development Manager, attended CSDI headquarters for having bilateral and 
mutual negotiations and meetings with CSDI CEO, Mr. Hamed Soltaninejad, CSDI 

CEO Senior Consultant, Dr. Hossein Mohammadi, and some other top managers. 
During these two days, there were some presentations made by both Incentage and 
CSDI. The presentations basically covered the main functions of both companies and 
the attendees discussed their common grounds from different vantage points. The 
presentations mainly covered IT fields and designing new systems and upgrading 
current systems.
In the end, both parties decided to strengthen their mutual cooperation in earnest. They 
also agreed upon the fact that CSDI will act as the connecting bridge between Incentage 
and Iranian financial entities such as banks for further cooperation in their common 
areas.

A Silk Road for Investment

CSDI CEO, Mr. Hamed Soltaninejad, in an interview with newspapers, pointed 
out that CSDI has been trying very hard both nationwide and worldwide to 
prepare required infrastructure for absorbing more foreign investors to the 

Iranian capital market in the near future. He believed that Iranian capital market is 
a fertile and arable place for all types of investors, both domestic and foreign and 
investors can benefit from these advantages and boons a lot better than the other 
similar markets. He also went on mentioning that one of the most significant missions 
of CSDI is to provide a transparent and fair base for all the investors. He also added 
that recently the number of foreign investors has soared compared to the same time 
last year and this item promises a better and busier investment fad in the future in the 
Iranian capital market from foreign investment sides.
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CSDI Team at FEAS 20th Annual Meeting

Federation of Euro-Asian Stock Exchange (FEAS) 20th Annual Meeting 
was held on November 20-19th in Zagreb, which was hosted by Zagreb 
Stock Exchange. On behalf of CSDI, Dr. Ibrahim Enayat, Vice-President 

of the Board of Directors of CSDI, Dr. Hossein Mohammadi, CSDI CEO Senior 
Consultant, and Mr. Bahador Bijani, CSDI CEO Consultant took an active part 
in this event. At this meeting, new management and executive board members 
were elected by the members of FEAS. Tehran Stock Exchange was elected as 
one of the executive members of FEAS. The main topic of this meeting and also 
of the presentations was on IT, computer systems, and also restructuring in the 
management body of FEAS. CSDI team had some meetings on the sidelines 
of this event to get the most out of this event. The most significant one was the 
meeting with Central Depository and Clearing Company (SKDD).
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